EPR ARCHITECTS

Award-winning architectural studio with a track
record for collaboration with artists and public realm

MARTIN RICHMAN

Internationally renowned artist based in Hackney,
specialising in dramatic light installations and public art

WAYFINDR

A non-profit organisation which has
created the world’s first standard
for accessible audio navigation

ENTUITIVE

Structural Engineers

MODUS OPERANDI

GILLESPIES

An independent arts unit who
will create a site-wide cultural art
strategy for The Old Street Iris

MATERIALS COUNCIL

Material Research Specialists

Award-winning landscape
architecture and urban
design practice

STAGE ONE

Specialist Fabricators

CONCEPT

The Old Street Iris is a piece of metropolitan
land art which will transform the proposed
peninsula into an interactive and inclusive place
to gather, perform, play and relax, acting as a
beacon for smart city innovation and the
Old Street iconic gateway.
THE IRIS
The centre-piece of the proposal is an amphitheatre space called
The Old Street Iris. Conceived as a space for escape from the busy city
where surrounding noise will be pushed to the periphery, The Iris creates
an enclosed oasis for calm reflection which will also act as an arena for
performances, art installations and community events.
THE LENS
Suspended above The Iris is a new circular advertisement screen,
providing the same area as the existing screens with enhanced visibility
from the surrounding streets. The Lens will have a convex mirrored
underside, similar to a fish-eye lens, which will give an engaging visual
connection to the wider site as reflections of pedestrians and the
surrounding traffic swirl around the peninsula.

SMART CITY TECHNOLOGY
AND SUSTAINABILITY

WAY-FINDING
Wayfindr will use the
site to showcase their
pioneering open source
way-finding technology.

AIR QUALITY
MONITORING

ELECTRICITY
GENERATION

The air quality on the
site will be measured by
Bosch Air Quality Micro
Climate Monitoring
System.

There will be an array
of photo-voltaic panels
on the roof of the
advertisement screen.

CONNECTIVITY
It is envisaged that
the free WIFI which is
provided at Old Street
underground station
is made accessible
throughout the whole
peninsula.

PUBLIC
AWARENESS

SMART
MATERIALS

PUBLIC
INTERACTION

The air quality levels,
reduction of NOX and
the energy generation of
the site will be displayed
on the screen.

The hard surfaces
of the site will have
an innovative photocatalyst surface
treatment which will
reduce the NOX in the
air by up to 15%.

There will be
opportunities for the
public to influence the
environment of the Iris
and interact with the
screen through the
Iris mobile app.

THE LENS'S SCULPTURAL SUPPORT

PAVEMENTS

Supporting the new advertising screen is a singular
triangular shaped sculpture constructed from
Corten Steel. Art is etched into the sculpture, and
seating is positioned around its base.

The site's landscaping is formed by coloured
hexagonal pods which both step and ramp up to
The Iris. The honeycomb formation is the most
efficient geometry for achieving coverage with
minimum material usage.
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Brought to you by Modus Operandi
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Iris Arts and Culture Club Commissions
Martin Richman
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The Iris / Old Street Station

These permanent interactive light
Interventions by Martin Richman
(artist member of the original
Iris design team) illuminate the
area with an innovative approach
typical of the artist's dramatic
body of work.
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Permanent Exhibitions

The Iris Flowerbeds
The Iris / Old Street Station

Several areas of planting curated
with the scent, colour, texture and
species forming the artist's palette.

The extended Promenade of Light

2 2. The Iris — an amphitheatre-style urban

space for calm and reflection which can be
used as an event space
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3. The Lens — a new circular digital
advertisement screen suspended above
The Iris, with a mirrored underside

The Route

4 4. The base of The Lens's sculptural support

forms a meeting point with seating outside
Old Street Station. The sculpture is etched
with art, becoming an attraction in itself
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5. Terraced landscaping
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6. Old Street Station entrance
with terraced seating
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7. Redesigned station vents
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8. New trees along the perimeter
of the peninsula
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9. Shoreditch Grind

Lens Insight

The Paving Pixels

Old Street Station / Moorfields Eye Hospital

The Iris / Old Street Station

The Iris / Old Street Station / Promenade of Light

This contemporary mix of
way-finding and public art is
an Integrated route artwork
stretching from Old Street Station
to Moorfields Eye Hospital. The
permanent installation replaces
the worn ‘green line’ with a new
textured and coloured under-foot
marker which forms the canvas for
The Iris Sound Space, a biennially
curated series of sound installations.

The Corten steel stem of the iconic
Lens structure features typographic
artwork and drawings by local
artists including Adam Dant.
The artist's characterful and often
humorous observations of East
London life offer a refreshing
public art experience.

The hexagon pods forming the
honeycomb Iris landscape feature
bespoke tiles hand crafted by local
artists, poets and the wider Old
Street community. The project
forms a unique piece of communally
inclusive public land art.
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Under the Lens

Upcoming Events

Ongoing Arts Programme
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Temporary Arts Commissions
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Ongoing Arts Programme
8pm Wednesdays

Winter Light Festival
2 Dec — 6 Jan

Sound Spaces
4 Mar — 8 Jun

FREE at The Iris

FREE at Old Street Station / The Iris

FREE Old Street St / Moorfields Eye Hospital

Under the Lens is an ongoing
arts programme facilitating free
events, temporary art installations
(including a Digital Artworks
Programme/time-share with the
advertising space around The Lens),
dance, theatre, music performances,
poetry readings and spoken word.
Curated by Modus Operandi and
partners including Peer Gallery in
Hoxton, Cubitt in Angel, Islington,
Moorfields Arts Programme,
Barbican Arts Centre, Sadler’s
Wells, Dance Umbrella, London Jazz
Festival and Tate Exchange.

A curated annual event led by
Martin Richman and Modus
Operandi for the newly formed Iris
Arts & Culture Club to celebrate the
festive season. Involves and engages
public and business organisations
and communities around Old Street
roundabout, including Old Street
Tenants & Residents Group, the
White Collar Factory, St Luke’s
Music Centre, Barbican Arts Centre,
Central Foundation School, Prior
Weston School, and St Luke’s
Primary School. A link with Lumiere
Festival could be made.

A curated biennial series of sound
artworks between Old Street
Station and Moorfields Eye Hospital
to assist the blind and partially
sighted to follow this route, either
by using the Old Street Iris App or
following the electronic speakers
embedded into the ground.

Funding, Support and
Community Engagement
We have made a mock up of the hexagonal pods by
layering pigmented GRC into a timber mould.

The pavement pods also act as a canvas for public art and planting. Local artists,
residents and charities will work together to create the hand crafted infills.

WAYFINDR
The site will be a beacon for the latest tech and
innovation and will feature the market leading wayfinding technology from Wayfindr. Wayfindr will
use the site to showcase their open source audiobased navigation technology and as part of the Old
Street Iris app will provide an inclusive navigation
service for visitors to the Iris, ensuring that everyone,
regardless of ability level, is able to access and
make use of the space.
OLD STREET IRIS APP
The Old Street Iris mobile app, created by the team
at Wayfindr, will allow the public to interact with
the suspended screen with the ability to upload
photos and text (subject to content filtering) at
certain times of the day. The app will provide
information on events that are happening within the
peninsular and the surrounding local area and can
provide augmented reality experiences, for example,
by providing contextual information about art
installations or cultural events tailored to different
audiences based on their interests. The app also
provides further opportunities for advertisements
and sponsorships to raise funds for the ongoing
operational costs of the peninsula.

The Old Street Iris mobile app is integrated with
wayfindr's innovative navigation technology

Supporting Local Arts Charities

Funding

Many of the paving tiles (the hand crafted hexagonal
infills which form part of the Permanent Arts
Programme) have been created by two local charities.
Arts For All, a non-profit community arts centre
based in Shoreditch, works with local disadvantaged
adults and children with the aim to build confidence
through creative achievement. The charity designed
a special Iris Arts Therapy Club in order to work with
the community on the artisan tiles. Artbox London,
a non-profit arts organisation supporting people
with learning disabilities, has also worked with
the community surrounding Old Street, providing
workshops and studio space for disadvantaged local
artists to create the bespoke paving tiles.

It is proposed that in the medium-long term, the
Iris Arts & Culture Club is formed, funded by local
companies throughout annual membership fees (on
a sliding scale) to be pooled to support the Arts
Programme. Applications would also be made to Arts
Council England under Grants for the Arts for one-off
commissions, events and projects. Local Section 106
contributions could be directed towards arts funding
from community engagement projects. Crowd funding
for specific art installations would also be led by local
companies and champions. The Iris App could also
provide a platform for local advertising and income
towards the Arts Programme. The Iris will also serve as
a rented event space for various institutions.

